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Go On A Picture 
Walk

Starting a New Chapter?

Scan through:

It is like a movie trailer or

checking out a map before

a journey.

 

Brain gets prepared about

what is coming next!

Pictures, captions

& diagrams

Headings

Bold words

Summary &

questions (if any)
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Focused
Mode

Focused and paying attention

Using specific part of brain

Essential for learning new

stuff

Focus first and then switch

Diffuse
Mode
Mind relaxed

Using different parts of brain

Helps make creative

connections

Example: play, paint, exercise,

draw, bath, sleep etc..

switch

Thinking
Styles
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Beat Procrastination

Procrastination is pain caused when

thinking of starting a task. Beat it

with ACTION! Just Start...

Use The Pomodoro (Tomato in

Italian) Technique:

with  a  Tomato

1. SHUT off all
distractions.
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2. SET timer for 25 mins
(less for younger learners)

3. FOCUS all the way!
4. REWARD yourself (do a
diffuse mode activity)



Active Recall
Read with care. Add notes. Underline or

highlight (not excessively)

Close book & try to recall key ideas. That's

active recall and helps you during tests. 

 Picture Walk

 Read carefully

 Active recall

1.

2.

3.

Powerful Reading Key
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Brain Basics 1

Billions of

Neurons

Brain

Dendrites

Axon

Synapse (narrow

gap between axon

& dendrites)

Flow of sparks

between

neurons creates

thoughts
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Brain Basics 2

Weak links between neurons form as we
begin to learn something

The brain links become stronger as we
learn more
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Comparing one thing to

another: Ocean wave &

electric wave! Use

OUTRAGEOUS metaphors.

Metaphors
Power fu l  Learn ing  Too l

Metaphors use existing brain

links making it easier to

understand a difficult topic

 

When they stop working.
Throw them & use a new one
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Excuses, excuses...
No Time: Use The

Pomodoro Technique.

 

Useless Learning:

Learning keeps us

mentally fit. One idea

can transfer into

another.

No Imagination: Kids

have better

imagination than

adults!

 

Boring Teachers:

Maybe true but making

learning fun is our

responsibility not

theirs.
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Find Out More About

Dr  Se jnowsk i

Al i s ta i r  McConv i l l e

Barbara  Oak ley01

02

03

Sant iago  Ramon  y  Ca ja l04
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Search the
book and
Internet for
their learning
journeys



Sleep Makes You
SMARTER
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Learn

Practice
(Active Recall)

Sleep

Brain links become
stronger.

 
"Cramming" is bad

as there is not
enough sleep to
make brain links

stronger



Types of Memory
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Working Memory

Long-Term
Memory

Like an octopus with
four arms. Can only

hold limited
information at any

given time.

Located all
around the

brain. Endless
storage. The

"octopus" must
use its arm to

bring the
memory up.

Retrieval needs
practice.



Memory Tricks 1

Concentrate: Focus & pay attention.

Practice: Practice remembering things.

Picture Things: Brain remembers

pictures better than facts. Make up

outrageous pictures.

Store It: Find an anchor which makes it

easy to store information.

Recall: Use "active recall" and flash

cards .
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Tips From Nelson Dellis (US
Memory Champion)



Memory Tricks 2
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Memory Palace Technique

Maison des arts

Imagine a familiar place. Walk in & put things to

remember in different rooms. Make the things strange or

silly. Simply walk back to retrieve items to remember.



Memory Tricks 3

Make up songs
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But wait, there's more...

Use metaphors

Handwrite notes

Imagine you are
the idea

Link numbers to
shapes or
characters

Teach someone



Why Brain Links Are
IMPORTANT
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At the start of
learning,
working

memory starts
to create a new

set of brain
links to be

stored in long-
term memory

With practice,
brain links

become longer
 

Don't switch
tasks and avoid
distractions or

the octopus
gets tired!

Experts
have long
brain links



Pump Up Your Brain
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Exercise Food
Exercise creates
BNDF (brain
food) that makes
neurons grow. 

Add fruits &
veggies to your
diet. Avoid "fake"
foods!

Learn from a variety of sources



Building Brain Links 1
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At the start,

brain links start

slowly fitting in

like pieces of a

jigsaw puzzle

With more

practice, the

complete picture

forms as you

begin to become

an expert

If you stop

practising then

brain links start

to fade away



Building Brain Links 2
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Focus on difficult

issues & actively

work through

problems. 

Deliberate
Practice

Test yourself.

Teach someone

the difficult

concepts.

Practice picture

walk.

Interleaving

Switch within a

topic to

understand it

holistically.

Active Recall
& More



Become A Learning
SC IENT IST
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Music
(does it help?)

Study in 
different places

Use different
senses to learn

Tackle tough
concepts first

Set firm quit time
& sleep well



Learning Surprises
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Video Games Brain Flexibility
Action games
improve focus.
Spatial games like
Tetris help in math
& science. Beware
don't get addicted!

Learn something
totally different
to get creative
ideas and
connections.

Handwrite Notes
Writing notes by
hand forms
stronger brain
links.

Thinking Styles
Slow thinkers may
understand better
than fast thinkers. 



Best Your Test

Use a test prep
checklist
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Use these tips & tricks

Start test with a
hard problem.
Switch when
stuck.

When nervous
tell yourself "you
are excited"

Breathe deeply
before test to
calm yourself

Double check
your answers.
Does it make
sense?

Get good sleep

before a test



NOW apply
the concepts

Thanks  for  reading  the
summary . . .
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